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ABSTRACT
We have developed a procedure to determine a behavioural non-linear model for microwave devices and ICs
that is directly based on vectorial large-signal measurements. For the examples of a HEMT and an amplifier
IC, we represent the terminal currents in the time domain by a dynamic model that is fitted to the embedded
terminal voltages.

INTRODUCTION
The recent availability of vectorial large-signal measurement setups, e.g., (1),(2), has made it possible to de-
velop new non-linear modelling approaches that are no longer dependent on the small-signal approximation and
hence S-parameter measurements. The modelling techniques proposed so far concern mainly gray-box model
extractions (3),(4) and black-box model identifications in the frequency-domain (5). In this work, we have
developed a black-box time domain modelling procedure, which means that the microwave device is described
by a dynamical model. The approach is to find the functional relationship between the terminal currents, the
terminal voltages and possibly also their higher order time derivatives, i.e., in case of a two-port device:

I1(t) = f1

�
V1(t); V2(t); _V1(t); _V2(t); �V1(t); : : : ; _I1(t); _I2(t); : : :

�
(1)

I2(t) = f2

�
V1(t); V2(t); _V1(t); _V2(t); �V1(t); : : : ; _I1(t); _I2(t); : : :

�
(2)

In the next section, we describe in detail the developed modelling procedure. The different steps are clarified
by applying them to a microwave transistor, a HEMT, and a circuit, an IC amplifier. The final modelling results
will be presented in the subsequent section.

MODELLING PROCEDURE
The proposed modelling method is based on time domain data of the DUT. These data can be obtained by
either performing vectorial large-signal measurements or by simulating a transistor-level model of the DUT
using harmonic-balance or a time-domain analysis. In the latter case, the purpose is to determine a lower-
dimensional behavioural model of the DUT of which the validity will be limited to particular applications. An
important decision at the start of the modelling process is indeed the definition of the operation region for which
the model is to be developed, because the gathered time domain data need to cover this region well.
For the example of a HEMT, we first define a minimum and maximum gate-source (V1) and drain-source voltage
(V2). V1 typically ranges from VT to Vbi, the turn-on of the Schottky diode, and V2 ranges from 0 V to the usual
Vsupply for the considered technology. Next, we divide this area in a grid, which may be non-equidistant. The
purpose of the data gathering process is to have a minimum number of time domain data, e.g., 10, in each
of the boxes defined by the grid. The advantage of applying a large-signal excitation to the device instead
of the (conventional) small signal excitation in case of S-parameter measurements is that the instantaneous
voltage trajectory will cross several of these grid boxes. This is illustrated by Figure 1, where the time domain
waveform of the drain-source voltage is plotted as function of the gate-source voltage time domain waveform.
In this experiment, the device has been excited by a single tone signal at the gate and by a second CW signal
at a different fundamental frequency at the drain. The measurements have been performed on the Non-linear
Network Measurement System (2), which provides this flexibility of multi-tone two-port excitations. For the
example shown in Figure 1, we notice that one large-signal measurement provides time domain measurement



data in 28 of the grid boxes with size 50 mV x 100 mV. As reported previously (3), the whole (V1; V2) area
can be sufficiently covered with a minimum number of vectorial large-signal measurements by engineering
properly the degrees of freedom of the measurement system (DC bias, input powers, input frequencies, . . . ). It
is important to point out that the proposed procedure in this work does not require multiple trajectories through
exactly the same (V1; V2) grid points, which is a requirement for the direct extraction method (3). Therefore,
the required number of large-signal measurements can be reduced and will be significantly smaller compared
to the number of S-parameter measurements needed to generate a look-up table model over this region.
For the example of an amplifier IC, we performed several vectorial large-signal measurements at various input
powers and at fundamental frequencies covering the amplifier’s bandwidth. The amplifier’s optimal operation
fixes the DC bias condition.

The next step consists in determining the level of the device’s dynamics, which corresponds to the orders of
voltage and current time derivatives, that have to be taken into account in Equations (1) and (2). This can be
accomplished by the so-called “embedding” technique, based on the “false nearest neighbour” principle (6).
This consists in unfolding the characteristics of the dependent variables (I1, I2) as a function of increasing
number of independent variables (V1, V2, _V1, _V2, . . . ) until a single-valued function is obtained. The results
of applying this technique to the studied HEMT and amplifier IC are displayed in Tables 1 and 2. The first
column represents the dimensionality of the state space. The numbers in the second and third columns are,
respectively for I1 and I2, the normalised number of data points that have “false” neighbours, which is an in-
dication to check whether a single-valued function can be obtained for that dimensionality of the state space.
The last column lists the state variables that have been taken into account for this calculation. When per-
forming measurements at fundamental frequencies up to 5 GHz, we found that it is necessary to include state
variables up to �V1 for I1 and I2 in case of the HEMT and up to _V1 for I1 and _V2 for I2 in case of the amplifier IC.

Finally, the functional relationships f1 and f2 of Equations (1) and (2) are determined by fitting the measured
time domain data of the terminal currents to the time domain data of the independent variables, determined in
the preceding step. In this work, we used polynomials to describe f1 and f2, but this can be replaced by other
types of fitting functions.

MODELLING RESULTS
We implemented the obtained model in the Agilent ADS microwave circuit simulator by means of a symboli-
cally defined device. An important validation of the model is to test it under limiting conditions, such as in DC
or small-signal operation, because this kind of data has not been used in the modelling process. Figure 2 shows
that the dynamical HEMT model predicts well the static behaviour. Next, Figures 3 and 4 present, respectively
for the HEMT and for the amplifier IC, the good agreement between large-signal simulation results and NNMS
measurements. We noticed that the lower-dimensional behavioural model for this amplifier IC simulates at least
30 % faster than the corresponding circuit model consisting of several models for each of the subcomponents.
The obtained behavioural models are accurate as long as the instantaneous currents and voltages remain well
within the operation region covered by the large-signal measurements or time-domain simulation results used
in the optimisation process.

CONCLUSIONS
We presented for the first time a procedure to determine a black-box time-domain dynamical model directly
from vectorial large-signal measurements and/or simulations. Advantages are that this method is not restricted
to weakly non-linear behaviour and that less measurements are needed compared to the direct extraction based
methods. Moreover, this method is not only applicable to microwave transistors, but also to more complicated
ICs, because no physical preknowledge is required.
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Figure 1: Example coverage of the (V1; V2) plane by a single vectorial large-signal measurement under two-
tone excitation.

dimension fnn I1 fnn I2 state variables

3 0.492 0.4179 (I1 jj I2) + V1, V2

4 0.2504 0.2494 (I1 jj I2) + V1, V2, _V1

5 0.1202 0.2369 (I1 jj I2) + V1, V2, _V1, _V2

6 0.05125 0.199 (I1 jj I2) + V1, V2, _V1, _V2, �V1

7 0.205 0.3816 (I1 jj I2) + V1, V2, _V1, _V2, �V1, �V2

Table 1: Normalised number of false nearest neighbours (fnn) for I1 and I2 of a HEMT as function of the state
variables taken into consideration.

dimension fnn I1 fnn I2 state variables

3 0.3449 0.3638 (I1 jj I2) + V1, V2

4 0.09477 0.1444 (I1 jj I2) + V1, V2, _V1

5 0.1534 0.09590 (I1 jj I2) + V1, V2, _V1, _V2

6 0.1103 0.1429 (I1 jj I2) + V1, V2, _V1, _V2, �V1

7 0.05538 0.05206 (I1 jj I2) + V1, V2, _V1, _V2, �V1, �V2

Table 2: Normalised number of false nearest neighbours (fnn) for I1 and I2 of an amplifier IC as function of
the state variables taken into consideration.
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Figure 2: DC simulation of the dynamically modelled I2 of a HEMT as function of V2 with V1 ranging between
-1.2 V and 0 V.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the measured (x) and modelled ( ) I1(t) (left) and I2(t) (right) of a HEMT under
two-tone excitation.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the measured (x) and modelled ( ) I1(t) (left) and I2(t) (right) of an amplifier IC at
3 GHz.


